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Need to learn Unix fast? Try a Visual QuickStart!   This best-selling reference's visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with Unix software in no time. In this completely updated edition of our best-selling guide to Unix, Second Edition: Visual QuickStart Guide, leading software application experts Deborah S. Ray and Eric J. Ray use crystal-clear instructions and friendly prose to introduce you to Unix. Filled with step-by-step, task-based instructions and loads of visual aids, this book explains how to the most common Unix commands.

We designed this book to be used as both a tutorial and a reference. If you're a Unix newbie, you should start at the beginning and work forward through the first several chapters. As you progress through the chapters, you'll build on concepts and commands you learned in previous chapters. Then, as you become more proficient, you can start picking and choosing topics, depending on what you want to do. Be sure to reference the table of contents, index, and the appendixes to find information at a glance.
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Internet of Things and Analytics for Agriculture, Volume 2 (Studies in Big Data)Springer, 2020

	
		This book addresses major challenges faced by farmers and the technological solutions based on Internet of Things (IoT). A major challenge in agriculture is cultivating and supplying high-quality produce at the best. Currently, around 50% of global farm produce never reaches the end consumer due to wastage and suboptimal prices. The...
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Computer Science Made Simple: Learn how hardware and software work-- and how to make them work for you!Broadway, 2005

	Welcome to Computer Science Made Simple, a novice’s guide to one of the most
	important fields today. I wrote this book with several kinds of readers in mind. For the
	person curious about how computers work and what the computer terms used in
	magazine advertisements mean, this book will provide the answers. For those considering...
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Ultrasound of the Gastrointestinal Tract (Medical Radiology)Springer, 2006

	Transabdominal ultrasound is accepted in clinical practice as a primary imaging procedure in the diagnostic work-up and follow-up of various disorders of the gastrointestinal tract. This book provides a comprehensive overview of ultrasound in the imaging of acute and chronic inflammatory conditions of the gastrointestinal tract as well as of...
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Practical Linux Security CookbookPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		This book provides code-intensive discussions with detailed recipes that help you understand better and learn faster.
	
		More than 50 hands-on recipes to create and administer a secure Linux system locally as well as on a network
	
		Enhance file system security and local and remote...
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Beginning Blockchain: A Beginner's Guide to Building Blockchain SolutionsApress, 2018

	
		
			Understand the nuts and bolts of Blockchain, its different flavors with simple use cases, and cryptographic fundamentals. You will also learn some design considerations that can help you build custom solutions.

		
			Beginning Blockchain is a beginner’s guide to understanding the core concepts of...
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The Illustrated Network: How TCP/IP Works in a Modern Network (The Morgan Kaufmann Seris in Metworking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
"This book provides a diverse and solid foundation that will be 
immensely beneficial to new network engineers, those looking for a 
refresher or developers" 
-- Alan Young, Google, Network Surveillance Team

"i haven't had time to read the manuscript...
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